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A Balkan-Brass-Explosion live on stage!  

MMRR  ZZAARRKKOO  ffeeaattuurriinngg  BBOOJJAANN  KKRRSSTTIICC  OORRKKEESSTTAARR  
  An exclusive bundle of one of the freshest Balkan bands from Germany together 

with the maestro of Balkan Brass and his Orkestar from the deep south of Serbia! 

 
  

MR ZARKO, a Berlin based Balkan Brass Band with original electric gypsy disco noise sound and amazing 

musicians from Turkey, Romania, Serbia, Bulgaria and Germany finally present their newest material and 

freshly recorded songs with nobody else than the actual virtuoso champion and the winner of the 

Golden Trumpet in Guca 2015 - BOJAN KRSTIC ORKESTAR! 

  

After a crazy and unforgettable MR ZARKO´s new album recording sessions in Vladicin Han, the city of 

eternal golden trumpets, and after shooting a documentary film about this trip and the Gypsy brass 

roots on the Balkan crossroads, the musicians are finally ready to enter the stage together to tell their 

stories in the best way possible - by turning the stage into a boiling pot, full of heat, magic craziness and 

surprises! 

  

West meets East, North meets South and Vladicin Han finally meets Berlin! Get ready for new original 

compositions and songs of tears, dance, pain, laughter and dances, performed by the band of the 

composer of these songs, MR ZARKO, together with the mind-blowing energy of the one and only 

BOJAN KRSTIC ORKESTAR! Two bands and 15 wild musicians on stage are ready to blow you away to a 

delirious Gypsy Brass Heaven - expect definitely a concert to remember and to tell stories about! 

 

 

Watch here the beginning of the great story with Zarko Jovasevic, band leader of MR ZARKO, meeting 

Bojan Krstic and his musicians in Vladicin Han:  www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEtm8ktQM2U    

 

For latest news about this outstanding project, please check www.tomato-production.com! 

 

 


